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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Jennifer speaking on camera for the entire length of the video. She is 

not sharing any screenshots or animations. Jennifer has dark brown hair and is wearing a light 

patterned blouse. 

Transcript 

Jennifer Chadwick: 

Hi everyone. It's Jennifer Chadwick again, the Lead Accessibility Strategist at Siteimprove in the 

Toronto office. And welcome to another Breakthrough session where we're gonna talk about 

accessibility compliance and working towards you filing that compliance report that you may be 

working on for the AODA requirement by June 30th of 2021. 

[Upbeat music plays. The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove. Then 

the scene returns to Jennifer speaking on camera.] 

So, the government of Ontario is asking businesses with 50 or more employees to be compliant 

with A and AA. Those two levels within WCAG 2.0 accessibility guidelines. So I know you're 

working hard on that. And just a note to say that uh the progress report that you might also be 

providing uh if you get to June 30 and you can't or haven't been able to meet the deadline for 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/63gv64phsTaZxNLpGA3yvf


the entire website or they're still outstanding issues, that's totally fine. The compliance report 

that is available from the government of Ontario website, Ontario.ca. You download that and 

you fill out that form but there's an opportunity to say if you have to select "no", no problem. 

What you need to show is a work plan. So showing that you are committed to fixing those 

issues at A and AA and moving forward. And also, that you're working towards sort of 

accessibility compliance as well as adopting an accessible culture and training your staff and 

helping them understand the importance of accessibility and how to get there. 

So that's where Siteimprove comes in. So as accessibility laws continue to involve in Canada, 

UK, EU, US, and all across, you know, the Nordics, wherever we work, we see that progress is 

being made and so it's important to be able to track and monitor that progress.  

So when you do file a compliance report in Ontario, that's the case. Then your work plan will 

show a list of outstanding issues that you are currently tracking and monitoring through the 

Siteimprove platform. 

So you can also benchmark your results against other businesses within your industry. It really 

helps to demonstrate your commitment to accessibility to the government. 

So we make it much easier to see the list of A, AA and possibly AAA issues and then which 

responsibility might be uh you know, taking that work on whether it's a developer, a content 

author, designer or graphic designer. 

So you see your tasks and you can easily demonstrate by exporting a report to the government 

or to anyone else that you want to show commitment to, that you have a plan in place. 

So more than happy to discuss or answer any questions that you may have just reach out to us, 

reach out to me and I look forward to hearing from you and uh thank you for all the incredible 

work that you've done thus far and continue to do. Thanks. 
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